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Luxury Shower Solutions
The complete thermostatic shower system
A shower is the ultimate escape, the place where you can step away and feel
rejuvenated each and every day. It’s your fresh start, and we can help you make
that experience a spa-like luxury, head to toe.
California Faucets is the complete shower solution with innovations at every level,
including precision temperature control, state-of-the-art showerheads, handshowers,
body sprays and award-winning, European-inspired luxury drains. Like every item
in the California Faucets line, our shower fittings are offered in more than 30
decorative finishes, including a world-leading 12 PVD finishes, the most durable
finishes available today.
And unlike most other companies, California Faucets finishes and assembles all its
product in Huntington Beach, California with American labor. In this day and age?
Imagine that.

The shower revolution starts here
At the heart of a California Faucets shower is StyleTherm®, a revolutionary new
approach to the thermostatic shower valve.
Most standard shower systems today offer minimal, if any, safety features. By turning
handles, you experiment and adjust hot and cold water until it feels right. And you start
the process from scratch with every shower you take. Bump a handle or flush a toilet
and you or your child could be scalded.
For years, there’s been a much more advanced technology that allows you to set a
predetermined temperature. These luxury “thermostatic” fittings have a temperaturesensing element that maintains a precise temperature. In addition to being a superior
fitting, it’s a much safer alternative, especially for children or the elderly.
The only reason you wouldn’t want thermostatic technology in your shower is that it’s
quite a bit more expensive.
Until now.
With innovative engineering solutions developed at California Faucets, we’ve created
StyleTherm, offering superior showering technology at the same price as most
standard valves. As a result, you not only have access to a better shower system, you
can afford to install it in every shower in your home. After all, don’t you want a safer
alternative in every shower, especially those used by children, the elderly or guests?
Ask your California Faucets dealer to help you compare StyleTherm to other brands
and you’ll immediately see why StyleTherm is a higher-quality fitting with superior
components and details.
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StyleTherm

®

It’s easy to choose your
ideal shower system.

Integral Volume Control
for shower *, controls water
flow from a trickle to full flow.

Temperature Safety Button
Prevents accidental scalding.
You cannot exceed 100 degrees F
without pressing the safety button.

Every California Faucets StyleTherm shower fitting
delivers precision temperature control for comfort
and safety. And all of them are available for less
than an inferior standard technology, such as
pressure balance.
As a result, you can now install a safe, precision
temperature control fitting in every shower in
your home.
Choosing the right one comes down to the style
you prefer and the number of shower applications
you want to operate. For example, in your master
bath, do you want to run the showerhead, a
handheld spray and body spray at the same time?
Or just two of those? Is it a children’s or guest’s
shower designed with only a single showerhead
or a more typical tub/shower combination?
The answer to these questions is important,
because StyleTherm’s innovative design features
independent water volume control for all
applications without the need to toggle between
them. And they can be designed for virtually
any desired scenario.

Feature
comparison

Temperature
Control Handle
Turn to set precise
temperature. More
than 30 handle
styles available.

Engraved brass
temperature dial
makes it easy to see
precise temperature.
Integral Volume Control
for second device controls
water flow from a trickle
to full flow.
*
StyleTherm versions available to meet
even the strictest water conversion codes.

Standard
Pressure Balance

styletherm ®
thermostatic

✓

Easily and accurately sets
precise mixed water temperature

✓
✓

Protects against dangerous sudden changes in
both water pressure and temperature

✓

Temperature override button
prevents inadvertent scalding

✓

Volume control(s) allow you
to adjust water flow from low to high

✓

Independent volume controls allows you
to operate multiple devices simultaneously*

✓

Delivers mixed water to showerhead

StyleTherm is superior thermostatic technology
AND it’s available at the cost of inferior shower systems.
Why settle for less? StyleTherm is the ONLY solution.
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f e at u r e s

Build your ideal
customized shower
California Faucets is known for its Custom Faucetry ®
and our shower program is no different. That means
we give you the ability to design exactly want you
want with choices you can’t find anywhere else.
Once you’ve chosen from a variety of components,
styles and finishes, we hand assemble your shower
fittings specifically for you.
Products shown: Showerhead SH-07,
Shower Arm SH-01, Slidebar With Handshower
9129.20-34, StyleTherm Dual Volume Control Cardiff 34 Series - TO-TH2L-34

1. Choose the

applications
you want.

2. Choose a StyleTherm thermostatic system.
How many applications do you want to use
simultaneously?
One - p.6

Two - p.4

3. Choose a drain style.

Multiple - p.10

Showerheads - p.12
Choose a faceplate style. Traditional Round,
Contemporary Round or Square Transitional.

StyleDrain - p.16

CeraLine - p.17
Handshowers - p.13

All California Faucets shower
components are available
separately or as a complete,
unified shower system.
Body Spray - p.15
Choose a handle style (more than 25 available).

Spouts
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Choose a finish (more than 30 available).
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StyleTherm

®

1/2" Dual Integral Volume Control System

Our Dual Integral Volume Control models have a high flow rate and
independent water volume controls that allow you to operate up to two
shower applications simultaneously or independently with no temperature
variation or loss of flow rate.

StyleTherm 1/2" - Avalon 62 Series

StyleTherm 1/2" - Venice 47 Series

StyleTherm 1/2" - Montara 66 Series

(With dual volume controls)

(With dual volume controls)

(With dual volume controls)

TO-TH2L-47

TO-TH2L-66

TO-THC2L-62

Ideal for guest bathrooms or showers used by children or the elderly where a handheld shower is desirable.
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1 / 2 " d ua l i n t e g r a l vo lu m e co n t r o l

Shower with
Handshower System

1/2” Copper

Hot Water Supply

Cold Water Supply

Shower & Tub System

1/2” Copper

Hot Water Supply

Cold Water Supply

Products shown:

Showerhead
SH-171

Shower Arm
9118

Slidebar and
Handshower Kit
9128C-22

Style Therm
Dual Volume Control
Tiburon 65 Series
TO-TH2L-65
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StyleTherm

®

1/2" Integrated Two-Way Diverter

With the addition of a diverter, this StyleTherm model meets stringent
water conservation standards, including the most stringent of them all,
the California Green Building Standards Code (CALGreen). In fact, it’s
the first thermostatic fitting that does.
But don’t think of it as a water-conservation fitting. It’s simply a
StyleTherm model that accommodates two applications for those who
use only one application at a time. Just toggle between applications.
And while pressure balance systems only allow water flow that’s all on
or all off, StyleTherm gives you volume control for each device.

StyleTherm 1/2” - Venice 47 Series

StyleTherm 1/2” - Montara 66 Series

(With two-way diverter)

(With two-way diverter)

StyleTherm 1/2” - Avalon 62 Series
(With two-way diverter)

TO-TH1L-47

TO-TH1L-66

TO-THC1L-62

Ideal for secondary bathrooms with a compact, single-use shower or showers subject to water-conservation standards.

CalGreen
California has some of the country’s most stringent water conservation
standards. Now California Faucets has created the first thermostatic
system that’s entirely compliant with the California Green Building
Standards Code (CALGreen). Our innovative design modifications
meet the CALGreen code requirements while still offering the
superior features and benefits of a thermostatic shower system,
including volume control, anti-scald protection and precision water
temperature settings.

Diverter Valve
(off position)
Turn to left
to control
water flow of
one application
from a trickle
to full flow

Turn to right
to control
water flow
of second
application

(The StyleTherm models shown on page 6 are also CALGreen compliant.)
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1 / 2 " i n t e g r at e d t wo -way d i v e rt e r

Showerhead
& Tub System

1/2” Copper

Hot Water Supply

Cold Water Supply

Showerhead
& Handshower System

1/2” Copper

Hot Water Supply

Cold Water Supply

Products shown:

Showerhead
SH-07

Shower Arm
SH-01

Style Therm
Two-Way Diverter
Cardiff 34 Series
TO-TH1L-34

Tub Spout
TS-67
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StyleTherm

®

1/2" Single Integral Volume Control System

Our single integral volume control model offers all the quality and precision
control of StyleTherm but for a simpler, single application shower. It’s ideal for
your bathrooms that have a single shower with one showerhead or handshower.

StyleTherm 1/2" - Venice 47 Series

StyleTherm 1/2" - Montara 66 Series

(With single volume control)

(With single volume control)

StyleTherm 1/2" - Avalon 62 Series
(With single volume control)

TO-TH1L-47

TO-TH1L-66

TO-THC1L-62

Ideal for secondary bathrooms with a single-use shower.
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1 / 2 " s i n g l e i n t e g r a l Vo lu m e Co n t r o l

Single Showerhead System

1/2” Copper

Hot Water Supply

Cold Water Supply

Products shown:

Showerhead
SH-07

Shower Arm
SH-01

StyleTherm
Single Volume Control
Cardiff 34 Series
TO-TH1L-34
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StyleTherm

®

3/4" Thermostatic System

Ideal for your luxury master bath, this model accommodates multiple
shower applications simultaneously, each with its own independent volume
control (see photo). You can enjoy a rain showerhead, body spray and
hand-held spray all at once, two at once or just one. It offers the greatest
flexibility and allows you to create an ideal, customized shower experience.

StyleTherm 3/4" - Venice 47 Series

StyleTherm 3/4" - Montara 66 Series

StyleTherm 3/4" - Avalon 62 Series

(Requires separate volume controls)

(Requires separate volume controls)

(Requires separate volume controls)

TO-THN-47

TO-THN-66

TO-THCN-62

Ideal for luxury master bathroom showers with a variety of shower applications installed.
Volume control handles on the wall control water flow for separate applications.

Multiple Shower
Application System
3/4” Copper

Hot Water Supply

10

Cold Water Supply
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3 / 4 " t h e r m o s tat i c s y s t e m

Products shown:

Style Therm
Separate Volume Controls
Tiburon 65 Series
TO-THN-65

Showerhead
SH-171

Shower Arm
9118

Handles
TO-65-W

Body Sprays
RB-02C

Handshower Kit
9128C-62
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Showerheads
The Swiss are known for meticulous engineering
and innovative design. These selected showerheads
and handshower models clearly show how Swiss
technology can enhance your shower experience.

Swiss Shower Technology
Showerheads

Multi-function
SH-303
(Available Fall 2012)

12

Product shown: SH-503

Multi-function

Multi-function

SH-504
(Available Fall 2012)

SH-503
(Available Fall 2012)

Traditional
Multi-function

Contemporary
Multi-function

SH-07

SH-08

6 Jet

8 Jet

36 Jet

6" Rainhead

SH-04

SH-05

Self Cleaning
SH-09

SH-106

8" Rainhead

12" Rainhead

8" Contemporary

SH-108

SH-112

Self Cleaning
SH-165-PC

8" Thinline
Contemporary

42 Jet

72 Jet

8" Square

Self Cleaning
SH-43

Self Cleaning
SH-76

Self Cleaning
SH-172

Self Cleaning
SH-171
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Acc e s s o r i e s

Handshowers

Rain Spray

Blade Spray

California Faucets offers a wide range of bathroom
essentials, including faucets, shower systems, tub
and shower sets, trim and bathroom accessories.
The many styles and finishes that are available allow
you to coordinate and integrate accessories in order
to create a fully coordinated bathroom with a design
that matches your preferences.

Air Spray

Booster Massage Spray

Swiss Shower Technology
Handshowers

Traditional
Porcelain

Contemporary

Contemporary

Transitional

Transitional

HS-504
(Available Fall 2012)

HS-403
(Available Fall 2012)

HS-514
(Available Fall 2012)

HS-413
(Available Fall 2012)

Cobra
HS-15

HS-13

Contemporary
Multi-function
HS-22

Contemporary
HS-62

Traditional
Metal
HS-13M
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Cobra
HS-15S

Traditional
Multi-function
HS-20
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Slide Bars

Product shown: Slidebar with Handshower.

SB-74

SB-62

SB-34

The Slide Bars shown here represent only a small fraction of
the styles and finishes available to you. In fact, our Slide Bars
are available to match any California Faucets series or model
with any handle and any finish we offer. As a result, they'll be
fully coordinated with the design of your shower system.

SB-42

SB-47

14
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Acc e s s o r i e s

Shower Arms
Deluxe Arm For
Large Showerheads
SH-570

12" or 20" Traditional
Shower Arm
9112/9113

12" or 20" Contemporary
Shower Arm
9118/9119

Products shown: StyleTherm Single Volume Control
Humboldt 67 Series TO-THC1L-67, Shower Head
SH-112-SN, Shower Column 9150-SN

Traditional Ceiling
Shower Arm
9110
(Available in multiple lengths)

Traditional Shower Arm
9114
(Available in multiple lengths)

Contemporary Ceiling
Shower Arm
Shower Column

6" Shower Arm

9152 (Available with
or without handshower)

9116
(Available in multiple lengths)

SH-01-6

Body Sprays
Jet Body Spray
Self Cleaning
RB-02
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Contemporary
Jet Body Spray

Square
Jet Body Spray

Square Contemporary
Jet Body Spray

Self Cleaning
RB-02C

Self Cleaning
RBC-02

Self Cleaning
RBC-02C
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StyleDrain

®

The original, luxury drain.
Problem: You create the ultimate shower with elegant tile and luxurious fittings.
But you're forced to finish the design with a flimsy drain or an industrial grate.
It's like pairing athletic shoes with an evening gown–the spell is broken.
Solution: StyleDrain.®

Tile 9190*

StyleDrain is the only decorative shower drain system of its kind. Made of solid,
forged brass, this patented design features 30 custom finishes to match any fitting.
With no visible screws, it’s easy on the eyes and feet. And though cheap imitations
are beginning to appear, StyleDrain is the original and best drain system of its kind.
Because StyleDrain can accommodate high-volume water flow, it’s also ideal for
multiple-head showers, patios, atriums or any other wet floor application. It’s the
ideal finishing touch to any design.
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Tile

Neo

Craftsman

Mission

9171

9170

9172

9190 *

Wave

Deco Line

Deco Swirl

Tile

9173

9174

9175

*

Available Fall 2012

9190 *
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F i n e lu x u ry d r a i n s

CeraLine

®

The fine line of elegance.
Imagine a shower drain that’s so sleek, clean and elegant that droplets from the shower
flow sensuously until they disappear into a barely visible line in the floor. Introducing
CeraLine® from the makers of StyleDrain.® CeraLine is a high capacity drain system that
allows the creation of a curbless, fully accessible shower. Now available in North America,
CeraLine is recognized throughout Europe for its beautiful, minimalist style. Winner of many
international and American design awards, it’s offered in three trim styles and six finishes.
Cheap imitations are flooding the market. But CeraLine stands alone as the finest line in
contemporary showers drains. In quality and design, there’s only one CeraLine.

Metro Trim

Edge Trim

Custom Trim
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Custom Faucetry®

www.californiafaucets.com

Made in California, USA
Unlike most faucet manufacturers who sell products
manufactured and assembled overseas, California
Faucets designs, assembles, finishes, engineers, and
tests its products in California. We employ more
American labor per faucet sold than nearly every
other faucet manufacturer.

© 2012 California Faucets

